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ABSTRACT
The middle childhood years are a Period of refinement.
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actual processing strategies. In a study undertaken to determine how
these three factors interact, children _aged_6 tc '11 wete, asked to-
produce and recognize paraphrases. Results thowed: (1) syntagmatic
processing of sentences declined-with age, while paradigmatic,
paraphrastic processing' increased; (2) the 'effect of imaginal
similarity upon semantic procetfsing also declined, but was present at
all ages: -()) lexical faCtors were .more salient than syntactic
factors and de velopmentally affected proceSsing strategies; younger
children focused upon individual words and made- lexical substitutions
while older children focuted upon' the entire set of content words in
a, sentence and made syntactic rearrangements and (11)
psvoholinluistic 'demands affected information loss. Taken together
these findings integrate and extend/previous deyelopmental studies
and -studies of metalinguistics, and illtitrate -the Eiagetian c-oneep
'of decalage and the Brunerian- concept of iconicity. (Author/AMR)
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SOME ECTS OF LANGUAGE DEli ff,LOTENT IN MIUD. CHILDHOOD

The study of language development has . ,u ed lar gely

upon early childhood, for this is the time of rapid, impressive

lingui,tiq growth In some ways this- focus has been too narrow -;

many scholars have considered language development to be

largely compl.eted,:except for vocabulary additions0.by the

a child enters. elementary school. -We have come to realize,

however, that language_develppment'(and not jus-CvocaularY

grollwth) .continues throug_out the middle childhood years and

perhaps beyond *-Language deyelopment in middle childhood--

re

.in the lemen y schocl' years--is lebs spectacular than language

development in early childhood, but is a vital step on the path

to adult competency.

The -se middle years-see the refinement pf semantic and

syntactic knowledge, changes in processing strateees, and the
. 1 '

m
-

development of etalinguistic ability. Carol Chomsky's

frequently'cited study The.AsaWslIi-on of.Sxptax in Children

Aged to 10 illus ateS the refinement of semantic ap ,syn-

tactic skills originating.in the earlier-years. The much studied

syntagmatic-paradigmatic shift in word association illustrates',
-'

changes in processing strategies. And Schultz and13ilon. s

(1973) indE.easel's (1970).studieb of linguistic ambiguity,

explore thy-development of this met4linguistic ability. HoWever,

very important metalinguistic paraphrase A-las eoeiVed,

as yet, very little study in a' development frameWork.

PacaPhrase i -s an important part of lankusge acquisition

t

and of cOmmunication. It is vital ior vocabulary growth,-especially

for the acquisition of terms such .as unlikely that have no concrete



refeTents., .1t is vital for acquir ng a variety off'

structures, for example. a complex sentenc containing aV

relathive:clause The man who met Eiarth Mader is Iritillimg my
-aunt .can ,serve the same unction as two simple sentences: The

man met Darth 11ader.. The man s y .my aun Para-

phrase is used to clarify those.elements in a canversation

Which have not been comprehended (especially if repetition

the elements has failed,)

As Put some 'butte on
B s Huh?

A :~ Put , a- e butter on_it..

Bs What?

. A 1 Spread some butter on, my corn muffin.
The few- developmental studies 'involving though ', not

necessarily focusing upon) -`paraphrase show that- ypupg children

do not have a consistent concept of preservation of 'meaning

with- change in form. For example ,- Gleltman4 Gleitman, and 't

Shipley (1972Y found that when preschoolers corrected ungram-

matical utterences. 85% of .their corrections did NOT preserve

meaning :_____Ket-in-tf?Pe box-was offerred as a correction for box

the open. My own sttdies of paraphrase in pre-schoolers also

indicate that before the middle years. children do not have a
firm grasp of paraphrase.. Pre-school children produce paraphrases

in thelr ,spontaneous speech, perhaps intuitively, hit they -

usually cannot `produce them upon. requestj.

The .study am disdussing today focuses upon language
.development in the 'middle childhood years and utilizes para-:

p- hrase tasks as examination tools% Paraphrase is a good iedium



for such an it vestigation because it-provideSinsight into

metalingui. deveIophent and:into processing strategies.-

Moreover the production .and compretensxn_of paraphrase occurs

more. frequently in normal discourse than do °they metalinguistit

activities, such as the detection and disambiguation of .ambiguity.

Ir this study 38 child en aged 6 to 11 were asked to

produce par .phrases for $ sentences and to recognise, paraphrases

for each of these 18 sentences. 'In the recognition task,-,...there*

was alset -f three possible paraphrases for each ofthe 18 orignal,

....

focal ,sentences. In each these sets Of three possible para-

phrases there were'` a lexical paraphrase, a syntactic paraphrase-,

and a pSeud6paraphse. The pseudoparaphrases consisted of either

an imaginally similar sentence a sentence that was either a

.logical Or consequence of the focal sentence,

.

a sentence that was an onymoUs of syntacti_ ..)a rram ement, or

A sentence which preserved some of the ,Ne total-
*.

sentence, but wh ch bore reo 'semantic relati o the

Sentence. (Fart A of the handout shows exan'71 offocaIsen-

tences and sets of poSsIblet,paraplIrases

%In all presentationd, the produdtion.tamk, preceded the

'recognition task'so that paraphrase production by the children

would not be influended by-the suggested paraphrases of the
a

recognition task. Both taskb were presented without,pictures

or other contextual support so that the children would have tb

rely solely on their linguistic and metalinguistic ab4lities.
-f

The childrenls,resionses-to- the produCtion task were

scored as correct pdraphrases if they..included either-

substitution, _yn actic rearrangement, or both, and it major



semantic units were ,preserved. (Part B of h-s handout shows
, =

.examples -of correct and incorrect Sentences elicited in the pro-
. g

'duction task.) The chilcacen s r --onses.tc the recognitiOn task

were scored correct for lexical and syntactic paraphrases and

,incorrect for pseudoparaphrasus. Analyses of Variance yielded

ificanceN'at the .01 and -.001 ',Levels.

The ability ta.produce and recognize paraphrases increased-.

with age. This was due to three factors'

1.. Older children not only made more :accurate lexical

substitutions and syntactic rearrangements hail. younger children

dld, but they lest' fewer bits of information when performing

,

0

these operation s1

2. Older children were lesslikely t9 be influenced by
'-" .'

imaginal similarity then younger children 'Ikere.

3. Older children showed less evidence of syntagmatic

p ocessingi and move evidence of paradigmatic processing than

younger children did.

. In Addition to the-overall increase in paraphrase profic en4.

there was alsoa stylistic differenget. the youngest children

in the'study, -the.6 d7' year olds, used lexical substitution

as a strategy for paraphrase-production more Ofterrthan they

used syntactic rearrmgement; children 8 and 9 and older used

syntactic rearrangementmore frequently.

This study integrates and' extends preVious studies-of

anguage development in the middle childhoodyeais. in addition

to illustrating general linguistic growth t furnishes specific

tMation about, the increase in metalinguistic capability and

about changes in lingtiistic .ProddS61



c2.2114.1y: Earlier studies of metalinguistic

development suggest that semantic, or lexical, pfocessing pre-cedes

syntactic processing. Schultz and Filon (1973) and Kessel (1970)

observecT,that children could detect and disambiguate 1Cxical

ambigUities such as The man is holding ILI: pipe or Nobody liked
the plant before they 'Could detect and `disambiguate syntactic

ambiguities such as They eaw a man eating fib or `The shooting

of the hunters was.bad; DeVilliers and deVillie 1971i) and

Gleitman, Gleitman, and Shipley-(1972)-observed that CUldren

could detect and correct ifeularities resultigg froil

semantic factors such as Drink he chair before they .could de e
.

and correct syntactic IrregularIties'auch,as Cake the eat.-

Likewise, in this study of paraphrase, children could successfully

produce paraphrases by. lexical. substitution before they could

successfully pirigItrce paraphrases by syntactic rearrangement.

This switch from lexical to syntactic processing would

therefore seem to be characteristic of metalinguistic capability

in general, and results from a general increase in linguistic skill.

The precedence lexical'facbrs in this stuffy and in the

developmental studies' of ambiguity is due totherelative sim-

plicity of lexical processing. 4In,both ambiguity and paraphrase,

.lexical processing involves operation upon One (or a very few)

eleme s in a set or frame-of.elements. An isolated. element

is changq--, but the frame itself isFno't acted upon. In syntactic

e

rearrangement howeVer, the set'' of elements, the frame itself,

lexical

of ungrammatif-

5-

.undergoes.change. The precedence of semantic or

factors in the, Gleitman, Gleitman, Shipley study

cality is due to the greater salience of. semantics, Normally,

k sentence i__ its: most mpettarit aspect.
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Given .tie relative simplicity of lexical subst itution visa
a-vis syntactic rearrangement; 'and given the greater salience,

we might ask why children shift from lexical substitution to

syntactic'reirrangement as the preferred method of,performiing meta-

linguistic tasks.An examination of Honeck's (1973) study cif
1

parapht'ase preera:Ice in adults provides some insight into this

shift. Hone k 'founPthat adults 9refer paraphrases in which -the

.contentyords are uncharged but rearranged, to paraphrases in
. .

whichword order is unchanged lout which the content words ave

been replaced with synonyms. Thus,- the preferred paraphfase for

The stiuggi_ evoked the feeling that changed' the lad wou7A-be

The feelings that changed the lad were evoked lly_the struggle
rather than The fight produced the- that altered the boy..the

Honeck attributed this to the greater saliency of the lexical or

Semantic structure, rather than the syntactic structure,`
A s/

the sentence's. He .suggested that adults put more *Port ce

upon the ideas or words ,c.f a senten6ethan upon the order in

which the ideas or words.ocour.
-

Thus,-adults are drawn to the

lexical or,semantic.elements of_a sentence, and use syntactic

means to preserve these elements.

The same factors operated in this-paraphrase study.- By

ages'8 and 9 children would attempt-to preserve.thecontent

words in a sentence,mone often than they would attempt to pre-
.-

serve the order in which the words occurred-.. That youn

children did not attempt to do this as frequently is due

their, lesseramod6t'of linguistic experience. 'Instead of opera4ng

upon a. set of elements, the sentence -frame ittelf, they operated

upon a.single element, a word. The relative ease of operating
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upon a single element in a het rather than upon the entire set

refle.cted Ali the performance of ,one' of the younger children

in this study and by-theperformance of pre-schoolers in a

similar study (Hear 1978). These children would respond to

-at least some of the focal sentences in the production task by

providing a one or two ;word response-(synonyms or would-be
. _

synonyms). for one of the words or phrases.of the'sentence. ..For

example, the sentence Last ,night the tiny puppy was .crying evoked
t

the response small, fol,lowedy;,Small,guppy. After beingA)rodded

the child produced the sentence Last night the small puppy was

crying.. It is-during_the-years of middle childhood that

children acquire the linguistic experience that a les them

to use syntactic means tb preserve, semanti or lexical identlty.

Processing Change In addition to this change, two other

changes in ,Unguistic processing Wbre observed s one was the

movement away from.syntagmatic:processing toward paradigmatic

processing, and the other was the decline in the influence of
g

lmaginalsimilarity. The first of these, the thangelitrom pre-
.

deiminantly syntagm,atic to paradigmatic processing'is reminiscent

of the syntagliiatic-paradigmatic shift in word 'association and

picture grouping tasks. however, in, those studies. the task
004

center'ed upon single words; here the task involved entire

sentences. Also, in those studies syntagmat.:Lc responses were

thbse which were.of a. different form class than the stimulus

_word while paradigmatic responses were those of the

class.

classes.

e' form,

This classification is 'too. rigid, given the-nature of

fOr aTiven word can actually belong to'weral fork,
.

For example shoe-Can function as a noun I .found a shoe



a verb, s shoe Old Dobbin, or an adjective Put it in the

shoe box. Emerson and Gekoski (1976) contend that the

syntagmatic-paradigmatic disti.nctior should be further refined

by the classification: interactive (that is, narrative or

sequential) vs. categorical : Thus, if the stimulus word shoe

elicited box, the response would be classified as syntakmatic

i-ather than paradigmatic. If we apply Emerson and Gekoski's

classification to responses involving sentences rather than words,

we would consider interactive responses to'be thosesentences

which 'cciuld logically precede or follow the focal sentences,

that is,presuppositions or consequences (dee .handout). And we

would consider paradigmatic responses to be those. sentences of

the same semantic "class or category, sentences which could fill

the carne' slot in discourse as, the focal sentences, e.g. para-

phrases.

arlier studies of the syntagmatic-paradigm1tic shift in
L

probeSsinetingle words show that the shift.occurs at apProxi-
,

neatly the same time that children rely upon cyritax rather than

semantics alone for linguistic processing. In this study of

paraphrase, the decrease in the number of syntaginatically based
_ .

ertors made by children was' accompanied by the inprease in their

syntactic attempts at paraphrase. Thus, it is dining .the yea1-s

f middle childhood 'that linguistic processing at the level of

.

the sentence becomes syntactic rather than semantic.
O 0

ThesecondmajorproCessingchahgeobsefved in ti.s study,'

the decline in the influence of livaginal simila#ty, was observed
.

.

iii both-paraphrase production ,and :Paraphrase recognition. Th6

younger childre'n were more likely to proddcie faulty paraphrases
resulting from-lmagi'nal similarity, such as Bill galte some Mall' 4,N ....-- -._

-10



cars to Joan as a paraphrase for Big sold some small gars to

Joan. These younge77 children were also more to be

misled-by imaginal-similarity in recognizing paraphrases. However,

it was not the case that they did net understand' the conceptual

distinctions involved (e.g,.gave and sold 'When questioned

. about these distffictipns, they could usually differentiate them

correctly. But under the demands of rformin- the 'paraphrase'
fi

tasks, they :,would not take these distinctions into account.

Kosslyn and Bower (1974) Observed similar processing error

in five year olds in a sentence, recall task. The give year olds

were mare likely to be influenced by imaginal similarity, than

adults were, and they would recall a , sentence such as The fly

flew, over the blanket that was over the dog as a sentence )hat

had actually been pre,iented,to them, when.: the, sentence that had'

been,presented_was.The fly flew over,the Am-that as under the

blanket. .As,Was the case: in the par phrase study reported here,. .

the children in Ko.sslyti and Bower's stuffy were aware of con-
V

,teptual distinctions, but tended tb forget then.under the deinands

of the. tasks being performed. Kosslyn and'Bower-contend tha'

children tend to forget conceptual, relatively nonsensory

distin tion be cause they /are acquired fairly late and are

often difficult. to,r-omprehend

.41

think this is a partial explanation for the decline in 'the

influence in; imaginal middle childhood, and I-
.

think.another eason for this decline is the decline in the

salienCe of iconicity as described.byuBruner. Iconicity is

Swell illustrated by a. modification Bruner made upon the classic

Piagetian conseriation task involving the transfer of equal

11
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amounts of liquid to different sized beakers. he classic

Pi4getian task young Children will acknowledgerthat equal
. .

amounts of liquid are indeed. equal when contained in beakers
1

1
-

of equal size, but after they-have seen the liquid poured-into

a short, wide container and a tall thin container, they will

insist that there is now moreliquid'in the tall beaker. The

explanation .is that they are not able-to reason that

the amountof liquid remains the same because they are not able

to mentally.reverse the processesinvolved. Bruner 'asserted

tekt the cause was-not the Claildren!'s,inabiltY to reason or
'instead.

perforrtmental reversals, and contended that it was the visual

image of the differe sized beakers, that is the iconicity of

the stimuli, that led the children astray. Bruner demonstrated

this by performing the task with the beakers blocked from the

children's view by a screen. As long-as they couldn't see the

unequal beakers, the children were able to reason that liquid

poured from equal sized beakers would remain the same when poured

Into o,e ricontainers. It was only when the.children couid.see

the unequal beakers that they said that the)equal amounts of

liquid were-no longer equal. Thus, their-ability to reason

and perform mental acts was eclipsed by iconicity or 'visual

salience.

This is echoed by the children in this study of paraphrase

and 'in Kosslyn And Kesslyn and Elower study who could make

conceptual'distinctions but who were swayed by the similarity

-of the, images evoked br the sentences in the tasks'. It is

---ffOring. the years- of middle childhpod that children 'become able

to retain non-sensory distinctions longer and,therefore become

less influenced by visual influehces.



irig these middle .years-children also becOMe
, )

dependent upon context fpr linguistic processing. This

it a coroil ry of Increased metalinguistic capa b, ity and of

increase syntactic and semantic proficiency. This decreased

dependenbe Upon cOntextual support furgiShes eh explanation

for what might seem to be a discrepancy in linguistic performance,

namely the fact that pre - schoolers produce paraphrases, grammatical

corrections, and other,linguistic phenOmenasUCh as metaphors_

in their spontaneous speech. Yet, .they seem to lack this pro-

duction capability when asked to produde these-forms in an

experimental setting, :a setting-which is fully very low in
- .

. -.1
contextual support. What .we)are actually.observing'.is not a

discrepancy, but an ex_ of Piagetian depalage, These

seemingly-similar forms are-produce dissim lar operations.

Production based upon contextual clues is: .not. same operation

as production without-such clues; and production. without -contextual'

support is not dependable until the middle childhood years

To summarize, the middle,childhood yearsare,qharacterized

bY increased syntactic and Bement : proficiency,by greater
TZ

metalin uist ic capability, and by 'c angds in processing strategies
/\.

which reflect the older child's fr4domhfrot non-lihguistic

influences. It is during these y rs that linguistic skills

become rationally based and adul -like performance is approached

thOillgh probably not yet accomplished.
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SOME ASPECTS 0 LANGUAGE DEVELO
IN IIIDDLE CHILDHOOD-r

PART A

1

-Focal Sentences and

Nancy /Roar /I

Keene- State College

Sets of roposed Paraphrases,:

Bill soldfJoan a fat goldfish'.
a. Bill sold Joan a chubby-goldfish.' (Lexical Paraphrase

.b. Bill sold, a fat gol4fish to Joan. (Syntactic Paraphrase
Bill ga-re Joan w'fa g6idfish; (Imiginally-Similar).

The fireman cooked the thin carrots.-
a. The fireman cooked the skinny carrot (Lexical Paraphra
b. The thin carrots were cooked,by the firemen - (Syntactic

Paraphrase
;The fireman ate the thin carrots. (Logical Consequence

'Joan took Bill_ ,a thin valentine.

Joan took -Bill d -skinny valentine. Lexicil Paraphrase)
b- Joan took a thin,valentine to Bill. -(Sync ctic-Paraphrase,
c. Bill took Joan a-.thin-valentine. 4AntonyMous),

4. Thesmalkbabv stood up this morning.:
_

a. The-little baby stood-up this morning.. .(Lexical Paraphiase
bt This morning the small.habY-Stood up. (Syntactic Paraphrase)

The small baby.threw up this, morning.--(Notparaplirase).

?ART B Response -Types to Paraphrase,-.Production Task,

*le

1. (Focal Sentnce) This af ternan*the dirty car got washed.
(Lexical _Paraphrase Response) This afternoon the dirty car go

Focal SententeY. the fat lay .was
Syntactic Paraphrase ResponsetThe was dancing last night.

cleaned

C.

(Focal Sentence) The large apple was eaten by-the'rabbit:
Combination Paraphrase Response) Therabit;ate the big apple.

(Focal Sentence) Bill sold;Joan a fat goldfish.
(information Loss Response) A fat goldfish Was sold to °an.,

(Focal Sentence). The thin,girl fellTdoWn laat.week.
,(Added Information Response Last Week the thin gill tripped on

and .fell down.

a- rock

ocal,Sentence) The arge apple was eaten by the rabb
Non-paraphrastic Lexi al-Response) The large apple was

(FocalSentenee) The-elephant bumped/the tiny tree.
(Nom-paraphrastic S _attic Response 'The.tiny tree bumped the elephant

_ ent-Object Reversal).

taken: by the ebb

(FoCal:Sentente ). The maiIman'pUshedithe ditty cart.
(Repetiticlt.Respense) :The mailman Oshed the dirty c

S


